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The Golf was the first car that popularised the idea of a hatchback being the perfect
middle-ground between a fun car and a practical car all at an affordable price point. Over the
years, the Golf has been refined and made more feature-rich while also becoming more
expensive. We had bought a year old Golf GTI and here is the detailed review of this car in the
modern-day. By the Golf GTI had seen plenty of refinement to be one of the top contenders in
the hatchback segment as the cars sixth iteration. The MK6 Golf GTI was supposed to be
sportier both in its looks and the way it drove while also being more dependable in the long run.
Driving this car ten years down the line is an excellent test of both these claims. The styling
looks quite contemporary and the smooth flowing curves are still in fashion. There are,
however, clues to its age on closer examination and one of them is the taillamps. There are no
LEDs on this car. But pretty much the rest of the car belies its age. The interior though is a
slightly different story. One look and you will know that this car is from a different era. That is
not necessarily a bad thing. Everything important still works and the seats and upholstery have
held up great to the test of time. It is a lot simpler on the inside compared to modern cars and
that allows you to focus on things that matter like the driving experience. These are very
respectable numbers and as the car weighs just 1, kg, it is quite an exciting car. The engine is
mated to a 6-speed automatic DSG gearbox with a dual clutch system. The car was built to do
Mph in 6. The fuel economy figures listed for this car were However, it is a performance-oriented
hatchback with a twist. This does not mean that it is a slouch around corners, infact the car
feels good and as well as having a lot of grip, it is enjoyable when the road gets twisty. This is a
front-wheel driven car which means that there will always be plenty of grip to play with even
though most of the time you might struggle to use all of it. The stability at high speeds is quite
mind-blowing for a little hatch and going on long drives on the A-roads is actually fun as
opposed to harrowing. This highlights the practical aspect of the car as well. The gearbox works
quite well and makes life quite easy. The suspension is also quite good and finds the right
balance between sporty and comfortable, considering it is a GTI. The car managed to stop
quickly under harder braking which is quite cool for a year old car and the lack of tyre squeal
under full-throttle use was also impressive in the dry. It might seem a bit down on power when
compared to modern hatchbacks but it is still quite fun to drive and exciting which is what
separates a good hatchback from a great one. To be able to do so after years of use is quite a
testament to its build quality and the engineering that went behind it. The elephant in the room
here is obviously the infotainment system. By modern standards, it is almost non-existent. This
completely changes the experience in the car, to be bang up to date. All the original upholstery
and the seat materials are of very high quality. Another wise decision taken by VW back then
was to avoid a glitzy approach to the design and that has aged very well. Seats on old cars can
be an eyesore but the ones on this car are still quite easy on the eyes while also being
satisfactorily comfy. The view from the inside is quite good and visibility was never an issue.
There were some signs of ageing on the inside as well but everything was intact and nothing
seemed to be falling apart or about to do so any time soon. For a hatchback, the storage space
is also pretty good. Buying used cars can be a hit or a miss. You can end up with an awesome
car or something that just keeps demanding attention in the form of repairs. Even after 10 years,
this peppy little car packs in enough thrills to make any drive enjoyable while being practical
enough to serve as your everyday car. A few upgrades and this car will be indistinguishable
from a modern hatchback which is a great deal to have. Apart from a few chips and scratches ,
this car has held up quite well. It also has plenty of room for improvement which means that the
excitement can only increase from here. Just be careful what you are buying if you are looking
to save money. Take a look at our buying guide. If you are strapped for cash but still want to
own one of the better hot hatchbacks then the MK6 Golf GTI is a great option. It is also one of
those cars that do not depreciate rapidly which means that once you are done with it, you can
sell it off without losing a ton of money hopefully. In my experience, giving the car a good detail
and replacing a few worn components can get the car back in good shape and should be good
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